The National Institutes of Health Mammalian Gene Collection (MGC) Program is a multiinstitutional effort to identify and sequence a cDNA clone containing a complete ORF for each human and mouse gene. ESTs were generated from libraries enriched for full-length cDNAs and analyzed to identify candidate full-ORF clones, which then were sequenced to high accuracy. The MGC has currently sequenced and verified the full ORF for a nonredundant set of >9,000 human and >6,000 mouse genes. Candidate full-ORF clones for an additional 7,800 human and 3,500 mouse genes also have been identified. All MGC sequences and clones are available without restriction through public databases and clone distribution networks (see http:͞͞mgc.nci.nih.gov).
Library Characterization. Each new cDNA library initially was characterized by generating 5Ј and 3Ј ESTs (5) from Ϸ700 clones. The 3Ј ESTs give information about the fraction of clones with polyadenylation sites and͞or poly(A) tails, thereby providing an indication of the extent of inappropriate, internal priming that occurred during library construction. The 5Ј ESTs give an indication of the likely frequency of full-ORF clones in each library, which we estimated by aligning the 5Ј ESTs with the existing RefSeq collection (6) and assessing the fraction of alignments that overlap known translational start sites. At this stage, and subsequently during the generation of additional ESTs, the approximate gene diversity in each library was assessed by monitoring the number of distinct UniGene clusters (7) containing at least one EST from that library relative to the total number of generated ESTs.
Library Screening. Each library deemed to be of high quality then was examined on a larger scale to identify candidate full-ORF cDNA clones for complete sequencing. First, 5Ј ESTs were generated from Ϸ10,000 clones. After removal of recognizable contaminating sequences, these ESTs were deposited into dbEST; the associated cDNA clones for all of these characterized sequences are available through the I.M.A.G.E. consortium (http:͞͞image.llnl.gov). After analysis of these sequences, libraries found to be particularly useful for identifying unique, full-ORF clones were sequenced more deeply, generally in increments of 10,000 clones.
Abbreviations: NIH, National Institutes of Health; MGC, Mammalian Gene Collection; CDS, coding sequence; IPI, International Protein Index.
Data deposition: All MGC sequences have been deposited in the GenBank database (accession nos. can be found in Table 1 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site, www.pnas.org) and can be accessed through the MGC web site (http:͞͞ mgc.nci.nih.gov).
Identification of Putative Full-ORF cDNAs. As described in Fig. 1 , four tests were used to select candidate full-ORF clones starting from 5Ј end sequences. One of these tests, HKSCAN, was developed specifically for the MGC program (S. Altschul and L. Wagner, unpublished results, using data kindly supplied by C. Burge). HKSCAN identifies all possible ORFs in a query sequence, allowing the possibility that the sequence is noncoding or that it is truncated at either the 5Ј or 3Ј end. For each candidate ORF, the hexamer frequencies of the putative coding and noncoding sequences are separately recorded and compared with known hexamer frequencies for coding and noncoding sequence. In addition, the putative coding sequence (CDS) start is compared with the Kozak consensus sequence. Applying Bayesian analysis to these data, a probability is estimated for each of the possible ORFs. These probabilities then are used to assess whether the query contains a transition from noncoding to coding sequence.
Full-Length Sequencing. Several different strategies were used for full-insert cDNA sequencing, including primer walking (http:͞͞ www-shgc.stanford.edu͞Seq͞cdnapages͞maincdna.html), transposon insertions (8, 9) , and concatenated shotgun sequencing (10, 11) . Importantly, the DNA sequence quality of all full-insert sequences produced by the MGC Program is extremely high. Each single contiguous sequence has no uncertain base calls (''N's'') and has an estimated average error rate of Ͻ1 in 50,000 bp.
Results and Discussion cDNA Libraries. More than 100 cDNA libraries, derived from a wide variety of tissues and cell lines and prepared by using several different vector systems and library-construction techniques (complete list at http:͞͞mgc.nci.nih.gov), were used to select the putative full-ORF clones. Some libraries were produced by standard methods, with the resulting cDNA clone frequencies approximately proportional to the transcript population in the cells used to make the library. In contrast, other libraries were constructed by using normalization (12) and͞or size-selection methods that enhance the identification of large transcripts and transcripts expressed at lower levels. EST (5) sequences were generated to evaluate all cDNA libraries for gene diversity and proportion of full-ORF clones. Classification as full-ORF signifies that, as far as is possible to ascertain, the cDNA sequence contains a complete and authentic proteincoding sequence.
Identification and Characterization of Candidate Full-ORF Clones. For this study, we identified and categorized genes based on the National Center for Biotechnology Information UniGene database (7) . In UniGene, GenBank sequences are partitioned into a nonredundant set of clusters, where each cluster contains related sequences and aims to represent a unique gene. Within a cluster are transcripts of various lengths and alternatively processed transcript variants. The common feature linking the cDNAs and ESTs within a cluster is the 3Ј sequence adjacent to the poly(A) tail. Because we characterized cDNAs by initially producing 5Ј ESTs, in some cases these ESTs did not cluster within UniGene, as intervening sequence data connecting the 3Ј and 5Ј sequences was not available. For those cases, it was not possible to determine whether two nonoverlapping 5Ј ESTs were derived from the same or from a different mRNA. For this and other reasons, we developed criteria to allow us to identify the subset of 5Ј ESTs that likely originate at or upstream of the translational start site. Each 5Ј EST was subjected to four tests, and clones deemed to be good candidates for having a full-ORF by at least one of the four tests were assigned a reliability score (Fig. 1 ). The score is based on the false-positive rates that were established for each test by comparing a known set of ESTs and the genes from which they were derived. The 5Ј EST with the highest reliability score was selected from each cluster, and the corresponding cDNA clone then was completely sequenced.
When a fully sequenced clone was found to not contain a complete ORF, was found to be chimeric, was associated with a frameshift, or was incompletely processed, then another clone from that cluster was selected for complete sequencing. To date, the MGC Program has sequenced to ''finished'' standards 12,419 full-ORF human cDNA clones that correspond to 9,530 distinct genes, and 7,456 full-ORF mouse cDNA clones that correspond to 6,368 distinct genes. The MGC includes Ϸ1,300 human and 1,100 mouse full-ORF cDNA sequences that either did not previously exist or were represented only by partial cDNA sequences in GenBank. The complete inventory of clones and genes sequenced to completion by the MGC Program is available at http:͞͞mgc.nci.nih.gov͞.
We analyzed the fully sequenced cDNA clones for the pres- ) was detected and incorporated the known initiating methionine, the associated cDNA clone was considered a candidate to have a complete ORF. In the third test, we compared each 5Ј EST to a collection of predicted genes derived from the human genome sequence by GENOMESCAN (18) . When a 5Ј EST aligned (95% identity for 100 or more bp) to a gene prediction that begins with ATG, the associated clone was considered a candidate. In the fourth test, we used the new program HKSCAN, which looks for evidence of a transition from noncoding to coding sequence (described in Materials and Methods).
ence of complete ORFs by two approaches. First, we computationally translated all of the potential ORFs in each cDNA sequence and compared the resulting amino acid sequences to all proteins in GenBank. If the start codon of an ORF aligned with an initiating methionine of a GenBank protein, then that ORF was deemed to be the most likely one. If the sequence did not match that of a known protein, or did not align with a known initiating methionine, the most likely ORF was selected based on hexamer frequencies and the presence of a Kozak consensus sequence.
The Efficacy of MGC Clone Selection Algorithms. Our initial generation of large sets of highly accurate cDNA sequences allowed us to study the efficacy of the algorithms we used for selecting candidate full-ORF clones. For each test, we identified the fraction of completely sequenced full-ORF MGC clones identified by that test, regardless of whether the clone is identified by any of the other tests. Also, we assessed each test's false positive rate by examining results for a set of 6,510 ESTs whose CDScompleteness was known. This test set is composed of one CDS-complete and one CDS-incomplete EST for each of 3,255 RefSeq (6) genes. RefSeq is the National Center for Biotechnology Information database that provides curated sequences for nucleic acids, including cDNAs, and proteins. GENOMESCAN identified 35% of the genes actually sequenced, with a false positive rate of 6%, from this test set, whereas HKSCAN identified 50% of genes, with a false positive rate of 23%. Protein comparisons alone identified 25% of genes actually sequenced, with a false positive rate of 5%. For each of these methods, adjusting the reporting threshold allows some control over the tradeoff between a higher rate of true positives and a lower rate of false positives. We also determined the performance of these three tests (GENOMESCAN, HKSCAN, and protein homology) in identifying genes matching existing human RefSeq sequences (Fig. 2) . Although each test identified only a minority of the RefSeqmatching clones, they successfully identified Ͼ99% of the 5,653 RefSeq sequences among the initial set of MGC full-ORF clones when used in combination. Because genes not represented in RefSeq might have substantially different characteristics, such as a weaker similarity to known proteins, than those that are present, the comprehensiveness of these tests for identifying mammalian genes still needs to be established.
Characteristics of the MGC Clones. The availability of cDNA sequences, particularly from full-length cDNAs, greatly improves the quality of genome annotation, which otherwise is based on gene predictions and EST alignments. To gain insights to the value of MGC sequences for genome annotation, we chose a set of human MGC full-ORF clones that were unique full-ORF cDNAs at the time they were deposited within the National Center for Biotechnology Information RefSeq database. We compared these sequences with gene predictions from the International Protein Index (IPI) model protein set (1), which were derived before the MGC sequences were generated. Because gene models are identified in part by alignment of mRNA and genomic sequences, we did not want to compare the MGC clones to a set of IPI proteins that included MGC sequences. Therefore, we used only those novel cDNAs in the MGC set that we sequenced after the initial publication of the IPI set for this comparison. The genes represented by the sequenced MGC clones are, on average, 29% longer than those encoding the corresponding IPI predicted proteins. Moreover, for 34% of the MGC-unique full-ORF cDNAs, no corresponding IPI prediction was identified. Among the MGC full-ORF sequences are five [MGC:16635 (MGC unique identifier), BC009980 (GenBank accession no.); MGC:17507, BC011204; MGC:26816, BC022546; MGC:17330, BC011049; and MGC:10963, BC004346] that represent genes not annotated on the finished human chromosome 22 sequence (13) , which has been carefully curated. Indeed, there are two MGC clones that are novel even with respect to the most current, unpublished annotation.
[These annotation data (Release 3.1b, March 5, 2002) were produced by the Chromosome 22 Gene Annotation Group at the Sanger Institute (Hinxton, U.K.) and were obtained from http:͞͞www.sanger.ac.uk͞HGP͞Chr22.] These clones are BC001801, encoding a spliced expressed gene, and BC011679, encoding an unspliced mRNA with a putative 303-aa protein product. A version of this latter clone also has been sequenced independently by another full-insert cDNA sequencing project (http:͞͞cdna.ims.u-tokyo.ac.jp͞). Moreover, five MGC clones (BC011362, BC014896, BC016737, BC025927, and BC029822) extend annotated genes on chromosome 22 by at least 80 nt. These findings demonstrate that full-length cDNA sequences result in the identification of novel transcripts and may help in improving existing gene models even in regions of the genome that have been extensively characterized, although the numbers of such new gene models will likely be modest.
The carefully annotated chromosome 22 sequence allows another means of estimating the completeness of the current MGC clone set. Of the 546 CDSs annotated on chromosome 22, 287 are present in MGC clones that are fully sequenced with an apparently full-ORF, and another 15% of these genes are in the current MGC pipeline. This evidence suggests that the current MGC collection consists of Ϸ52% of all genes, and that it will grow to 67% in the near future.
We also looked at the presence of conserved protein domains in novel cDNAs from the MGC program by recording the frequency of occurrence of strong (E value at most 1e Ϫ6 ) reverse PSI-BLAST (14) matches to conserved protein domains in the SMART and Pfam datasets of conceptual translations. We found that 29% of these translation products have matches to known conserved domains, compared with 52% of the proteins that are not unique to the MGC collection. The smaller fraction of conserved domains in the MGC collection is not surprising, as the protein domains in SMART and Pfam are derived in part from known human genes. Therefore, conserved domains found in genes only recently sequenced may be underrepresented in SMART and Pfam. For example, BC004556 encodes a protein with strong matches to Drosophila, rat, and mouse genes for which the conserved domain (pfam03676) postdates and cites the MGC sequence submission. Therefore, in addition to novel mRNA and predicted protein sequences, the MGC sequences can be used to identify novel domains.
The MGC-unique full-ORF sequences include novel human members of important gene families. For example, reverse PSI-BLAST comparison of these sequences with SMART or Pfam serine͞threonine or tyrosine kinase domains, at an E value of 0.01, reveals three new candidate kinases, including MGC:22688, BC021666 (similar to serine threonine kinase 32); MGC:26673, BC022530 (member of the activin receptor-like family); and MGC:23665, BC015792. In addition, among the MGC clones are novel splice forms of previously known kinases, such as MGC:9320, BC016285 (similar to protein kinase, cAMPdependent, catalytic, beta) and MGC:13661, BC012622. Both of these clones have previously unidentified 3Ј terminal exons.
To assess the effectiveness of the current MGC strategy for generating full-ORF clones corresponding to a range of sizes, we compared the ORF distribution of human MGC full-sequenced clones with RefSeq (Fig. 3) . Overall, MGC full-ORF clones have been generated for 57% of all human RefSeq sequences. However, as shown in Fig. 3 Future Directions of the MGC Program. The goal of the MGC Program is to obtain a full-ORF cDNA sequence and clone for each human and mouse gene. Our production pipeline currently has putative full-ORF clones corresponding to several thousand additional human and mouse genes. Many of these clones were obtained from high-quality cDNA libraries prepared by standard protocols. The use of specialized approaches for constructing cDNA libraries, including size-selection, subtraction, and normalization, will likely help approach the goal of a full repertoire of human and mouse genes. However, alternative strategies, such as directed cloning based on known or predicted gene sequences, may be needed for constructing full-length cDNAs for genes in which application of the EST strategy has not been successful. The free availability of all these clones, both as in silico sequence and as easily procured clones, should be a boon to the public and private research communities. Furthermore, partnerships are now developing to transfer these cDNA collections to expression vectors for various applications in large-scale proteomics and systems biology, which will even further enhance the utility of this resource. 
